KNOW THE DIFFERENCE WHEN CHOOSING BROWARD VIRTUAL, FLVS, AND HOME EDUCATION

Home Education is in lieu of attending a public, charter, or private school. It is 100% parent driven and the parent assumes all educational responsibilities regardless of the mechanism used to educate their child.

Flex (can only apply as a home education student)

- Requirements
  - Submit a Notice of intent to the Home Education Office
  - Notify the Home Education Office of a change in address
    - Fulfillment of Home Education requirements
      - Portfolio review, if applicable
      - Annual evaluation
      - Termination notice
  - Create a parent and student account
- Coursework
  - Chosen by student
  - Approved by parent
  - Maintain contact with teacher
- Enrollment
  - Open dates of enrollment, year round
- Standardized tests
  - Not required
  - Can opt to take, but must register with Home Education Office – see calendar on website
- Transcript
  - Parent maintains cumulative transcript
- Diploma / Certificate of completion
  - Not issued
  - Parent can generate as principal of school

Full-Time (considered a public-school student)

- Requirements
  - Application required
- Coursework
  - Determined by FLVS or Broward Virtual
  - Follows same rigor and pace as a traditional school
  - Maintain contact with teacher
- Enrollment – limited times
  - Prior to first semester (May – September)
  - Prior to second semester (Nov – Jan)
- Standardized tests
  - Required – facilitated by Broward Virtual or FLVS
- Transcript
  - Broward Virtual or FLVS maintains cumulative transcript
- Diploma
  - Issued if all requirements met

*Broward Virtual is a franchise of Florida Virtual and offers the same programing. The office is in Broward County.